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The fluorescence excitation and UV-UV hole-burning spectra are measured for deuterated 7-azaindole dimers
(7AI2), 7AI2-(hNhC)-(hNdC), 7AI2-(dNhC)-(hNdC), 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNhC), and 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNdC), whereh andd
indicate the H and D atoms, respectively, and the subscriptsN andC designate the imino N-H (or N-D)
and C-H (or C-D) bonds at the 3-position. The transitions of the isotopomers have been consistently assigned.
It has been found that the excitation is completely localized on one monomer unit in the lowest excited
electronic state of asymmetrical 7AI2 dimers except for 7AI2-(dNhC)-(hNdC) in which the excitation is delocalized
over the dimer. This indicates that the undeuterated 7AI2 dimer and its isotopomers that belong to theC2h

symmetry point group should be treated by the weak coupling limit of the exciton theory.

Introduction

The doubly hydrogen-bonded 7-azaindole dimer (7AI2) is a
prototypical system that exhibits the excited-state double-proton
transfer (ESDPT) reaction.1-20 The 7AI2 dimer has been
regarded as a model system for the study of the photoinduced
mutation in the DNA base-pairs. The investigation of the ESDPT
reaction in 7AI2 may provide information about the mechanism
of the mutation of DNA induced by UV radiation.

Recent studies of 7AI2 concentrated on the ESDPT mecha-
nism; that is, ESDPT occurs sequentially via an intermediate
state in the stepwise mechanism,8,9,13,14,17whereas two protons
simultaneously transfer in the concerted mechanism.12,18We will
discuss the mechanism of ESDPT in the successive paper (Part
2).21 In the present study we focus on the geometry and the
exciton resonance interaction in the electronic excited state of
7AI2. The geometry and potential energy surface of the
electronic excited state of 7AI2 were calculated to investigate
the mechanism of ESDPT.22-24 Douhal et al. concluded that
the excitation is localized on a monomer moiety and ESDPT
proceeds via the stepwise mechanism.22 However, Catalan et
al. proposed that the excitation should be delocalized on 7AI2

and the ESDPT proceeds via the concerted mechanism.23 These
results indicate that the characterization of the initially excited
state is crucial to clarify the mechanism of the ESDPT reaction
in 7AI2.

To characterize the initially excited state of the normal dimer,
we have measured the UV-UV hole-burning spectra of
deuterated 7AI2 dimers 7AI2-(hNhC)-(hNdC), 7AI2-(dNhC)-(hNdC),
7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNhC), and 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNdC). Throughout this
paper, notationsh and d indicate the H and D atoms,
respectively, and the subscriptsN andC discriminate the dimers
containing the imino N-H (or N-D) bond and the C-H (or
C-D) bond at the 3-position, respectively. The comparison of
the hole-burning spectra of symmetrical and asymmetrical

dimers enabled us to answer the question whether the lowest
excited electronic state of 7AI2 should be treated by a strong
coupling case or a weak coupling case of the exciton theory.25-29

Previously, we reported that the lowest excited state of 7AI2-
(hNhC)-(dNhC) is localized on one of the monomer units.18

However, it has not been whether the two excited states of 7AI2-
(hNhC)-(dNhC) are partially localized or completely localized.
When the excitation is completely localized, proton transfer and
deuteron transfer may occur initially followed by photoexcitation
of 7AI2-h*d and 7AI2-hd*, respectively. Thus, the investigation
of isotope-selective and electronic-state selective ESDPT reac-
tion promises to obtain new information on the excite-state
dynamics. We will report the dispersed fluorescence spectra of
7AI2 and deuterated 7AI2 dimers in the successive paper (Part
II), where clear evidence for the occurrence of double-deuteron
transfer or proton/deuteron transfer in 7AI2-(dNhC)-(dNhC) and
7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNhC) has been obtained.21

Experimental Procedures

The experimental apparatus used in this study has been
described elsewhere.18,30Briefly, the fluorescence excitation (FE)
spectrum was measured for jet-cooled samples using helium as
a carrier gas. The sample mounted in the nozzle housing was
heated to 80°C. The backing pressure was 2 atm. The pulsed
valve (General Valve Series 9, 0.5 mm diameter) was operated
at 10 Hz. The FE spectra were measured by using a frequency-
doubled dye-laser (Lumonics HD-300 and Lumonics HT-1000)
pumped by a second harmonic of the Nd3+:YAG laser (Spectra
Physics GCR 230), and only visible emission was detected with
a Toshiba Y45 glass filter. The UV-UV hole-burning spectra
were measured by using a frequency-doubled dye-laser (Spectra
Physics PDL-3 and Inrad Autotracker III) pumped by a second
harmonic of the Nd3+:YAG laser (Spectra Physics GCR 18) as
a pump laser. 7AI was purchased from TCI and was used
without purification. Deuterated 7AI2 were produced by intro-
ducing a few drops of D2O into the nozzle housing.
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Results and Discussion

A. FE and Hole-Burning Spectra.Figure 1a shows the FE
spectrum of a mixture of undeuterated and deuterated 7AI2

dimers near the 0-0 region of the transition from the electronic
ground state to the lowest excited electronic state. The bands
due to the introduction of D2O are denoted withA-F. Bands
A, B, D, and F have not been detected in the FE spectrum
reported previously.18 These bands were detected by the
following procedures. A few drops of D2O were introduced into
the nozzle housing and the sample containing D2O was kept in
the nozzle housing for 2 days without operating the nozzle. In
2 days the pulse valve was operated for several hours to remove
the D2O and H2O molecules. On the other hand, the FE spectrum
in ref 18 was observed in several hours after the introduction
of a few drops of D2O. The deuteration may more easily occur
in the N-H bond than in the C-H bonds owing to a larger
pKa value for the N-H bond. Thus, we assigned bandsA, B,
D andF to 7AI2 dimers containing the C-D bond. It is known
that the C-D deuteration preferentially occurs at the 3-position.12b

The vibronic bands due to the dimers involving two C-D bonds
in the monomer are not observed in the FE spectrum in Figure
1a.

Parts b-e of Figure 1 show the UV-UV hole-burning spectra
near the 0-0 region obtained by probing fluorescence from the
bands indicated by the arrows in Figure 1a. By comparing the
vibronic patterns in Figure 1b-e we identified three pairs of
transitions (A, B), (C, E), (C, F), where two transitions are
overlapping in bandC. In contrast with the spectra in Figure
1b,c,e only one bandD is observed in Figure 1d near the 0-0
region. The predicted structures of deuterated dimers under our
experimental conditions are illustrated in Figure 2.

Among the observed three pairs of bands, bandsC andE in
Figure 1c have been identified in the previous work. BandsC
and E are due to the transitions from the ground state 7AI2-
(hNhC)-(dNhC) (7AI2-hd in ref 18) to the zero-point levels of the
two lowest excited electronic state of 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNhC) (7AI2-
h*d in ref 18) and 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNhC)* (7AI 2-hd* in ref 18),
respectively.

In Figure 1c a fluorescence dip is detected at the same position
as bandC that has been assigned to the transition to 7AI2-
(hNhC)*-(dNhC). In Figure 1c a fluorescence dip is also observed
at the same positions as bandC, whereas the separation ofC
andF (41 cm-1) is about twice that ofC andE (21 cm-1). We
attributed two bandsC andF to the 0-0 transitions from 7AI2-
(hNhC)-(dNdC) to the lowest excited electronic states of

7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNdC) and 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNdC)*, respectively.
Thus, two electronic transitions to 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNhC) and
7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNdC) are overlapping in bandC observed in the
FE spectrum because 7AI-(hNhC) exists as a common monomer
unit in 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNhC) and 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNdC). BandF
is largely blue-shifted (41 cm-1) from bandC. This large blue-
shift is due to the existence of a C-D bond as well as an N-D
bond in the excited monomer unit.

In Figure 1d, bandD is only slightly red-shifted from band
E that is assigned to the transition to 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNhC)* (7AI 2-
hd*).18 The vibronic structure in Figure 1d is similar to those
of symmetrical isotopomers 7AI2-(hNhC)-(hNhC) and 7AI2-
(dNhC)-(dNhC) (7AI2-hh and 7AI2-dd in ref 18) for which only
one origin band appears in the electronic spectrum. Thus, the
observation of a single origin bandD suggests that the excitation
is delocalized over the dimer. Thus, we have assigned bandD
to [7AI2-(dNhC)-(hNdC)]*.

In Figure 1e, two bands separated by 21 cm-1 are observed.
It should be noted that the lower wavenumber bandA is
observed at only slightly higher wavenumber (1 cm-1) than that
of the 0-0 band of the undeuterated 7AI2-(hNhC)-(hNhC) (7AI2-
hh) dimer indicated by the open circle in the FE spectrum. The
existence of a C-D bond in the electronic ground-state
monomer moiety may provide a small blue-shift forA relative
to the origin of the undeuterated dimer. Therefore, bandA is
assigned to the transition to 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(hNdC), and bandB
to 7AI2-(hNhC)-(hNdC)*. The bandwidths ofA andB are very
broad, in agreement with the existence of the two protons in
the dimer. The C-D bond at the 3-position hardly changes the
excitation energy when the deuterated monomer unit is not
excited, because the C-D bond is located far from the dual
hydrogen bonds.

BandsA-F observed in the FE and hole-burning spectra are
correlated to the excited-state structures in Figure 2, where each
pairs (A, B), (C, E) and (C, F) are connected by the arrows.
The wavenumbers of bandsA-F and assignment are also
summarized in Table 1 to compare the isotopic shifts of the
0-0 transition. Hereafter, we discriminate the two transitions
(and also structures 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNhC) and 7AI2-(hNhC)*-

Figure 1. FE spectrum of the undeuterated and deuterated 7AI2 dimers
obtained by monitoring the visible emission (a) and the UV-UV hole-
burning spectra obtained by probing fluorescence from bands (b)F,
(c) E, (d) D, and (e)B, respectively. The bands due to 7AI2-(hNhC)-
(hNhC) and 7AI2-(dNhC)-(dNhC) are marked with the open circles and
the open square, respectively.

Figure 2. Vibronic bands (A-F) in Figure 1 are correlated to the
excited-state structures. The asterisks indicate the electronically excited
monomer units. Two structures (A, B), (C, E), and (C, F) linked by
the arrows have a common structure in the electronic ground state.
Only one structure exists for the excited state ofD. Two dimers 7AI2-
(hNhC)*-(dNhC) and 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNdC) provide bandC in the FE
spectrum. The structures of the two dimers are discriminated with
notationsCC-H andCC-D.
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(dNdC)) in Figure 2 that provide bandC with notationsCC-H

andCC-D, where C-H and C-D indicate the existence of the
C-H or C-D bond at the 3-position, respectively.

B. Strong Coupling Case or Weak Coupling Case.Previ-
ously, we reported that the lowest excited electronic state of
7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNhC) (7AI2-hd) is localized on one monomer unit.
However, there is an ambiguity whether the excitation is
partially localized or completely localized. The comparison of
the spectra of various isotopomers may provide information on
the degree of localization by deuteration.

In symmetrical 7AI2 dimers such as 7AI2-(hNhC)-(hNhC) and
7AI2-(dNhC)-(dNhC) (7AI2-hh and 7AI2-dd in ref 18), the
electronic excited states are described by the exciton theory.1a,25-33

Two cases, the strong coupling case and the weak coupling case,
have been classified to elucidate the excited electronic state of
various dimers. In the strong coupling case where the resonance
integral is large, the ground-state and excited-state vibronic wave
functions,ΨG,Vw andΨ (,Vw, are expressed as

where φi and φ′i are the ground-state and excited-state elec-
tronic wave functions of the two monomers, respectively, and
øV(Qi) andø′w(Qi) are the ground-state and excited-state vibra-
tional wave functions with the vibrational quantum numberV
and w, respectively, with subscriptsa and b distinguishing
between the two monomer units. Equation 2 indicates that the
electronic waVe functionsare delocalized over the dimer due
to the exciton resonance interaction, and the vibrational wave
functions in the excited states are described by new excitonic
electronic states. In the case of strong coupling case, the ground-
state and excited-state electronic wave functions may not change
for asymmetrically deuterated 7AI2 dimers such as 7AI2-(hNhC)-
(hNdC), 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNhC), and 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNdC), because the
deuteration should not change the electronic wave functions.
Therefore, the excited-state electronic wave functions must be
delocalized even for the asymmetrically deuterated 7AI2 dimers.
However, the experimental results clearly indicate that the 7AI2

dimers do not belong to the strong coupling case.
In the weak coupling case25-29 the excited-state vibronic wave

functionsΨ(,Vw are expressed as

When complete resonance occurs,C1 ) C2 ) 1 /x2, whereas
C1 ≈ 1 andC2 ≈ 0, or C1 ≈ 0 andC2 ≈ 1 for the completely
localized case. Equation 3 indicates that the excitonic vibronic
states should be described by the exciton interaction between
the localizedVibronic states in the weak coupling case.

Symmetric dimers 7AI2-(hNhC)-(hNhC) and 7AI2-(dNhC)-(dNhC)
have two degenerated locally excited vibronic states: 7AI2-
(hNhC)*-(hNhC) and 7AI2-(hNhC)-(hNhC)* for 7AI 2-(hNhC)-(hNhC),
and 7AI2-(dNhC)*-(dNhC) and 7AI2-(dNhC)-(dNhC)* for 7AI 2-
(dNhC)-(dNhC), respectively. The exciton resonance interaction
splits the degenerated locally excited vibronic states into two
delocalized excited vibronic states in the weak coupling case.
The transition from the electronic ground state to the lower
delocalized excited vibronic state is electric-dipole allowed. In
this case, the vibronic energies of the two zeroth-order states
(i.e., the locally excited vibronic states) are the same (a complete
resonance case). The observation of a single origin in the
electronic transition to [7AI2-(dNhC)-(hNdC)]* ( D in Figure 2)
suggests that the excited state of 7AI2-(dNhC)-(hNdC) may be
nearly complete resonance case. In thecomplete resonance case,
the energies of vibronic states of two monomer units in the dimer
should be equivalent. In 7AI2-(dNhC)-(hNdC), one monomer
moiety contains an N-D bond and the other one contains a
C-D bond. The two locally excited states of 7AI2-(dNhC)*-
(hNdC) and 7AI2-(dNhC)-(hNdC)* may be accidentally degenerate
or nearly degenerate; therefore these two locally excited states
split into two excitonic states as in the cases of 7AI2-(hNhC)-
(hNhC) and 7AI2-(dNhC)-(dNhC).

In asymmetrical dimers, for example, in 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNhC)
(CC-H) the vibronic energies of the two zeroth-order states
should be different owing to the difference in the zero point
energies depending on the excited monomer unit. Therefore,
the lowest excited vibronic state of 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNhC) (CC-H)
may be either anear resonance caseor acomplete localization
case. It should be noted that the transition to 7AI2-(hNhC)*-
(dNhC) (CC-H) is detected at the same position as 7AI2-(hNhC)*-
(dNdC) (CC-D). If the observation of 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNhC) (CC-H)
and 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNdC) (CC-D) is due to the near resonance
interaction, the transition energies should be different between
7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNhC) and 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNdC). Since the energies
of the two locally excited vibronic states, i.e., 7AI2-(hNhC)*-
(dNhC) and 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNhC)* for 7AI 2-(hNhC)-(dNhC), or 7AI2-
(hNhC)*-(dNdC) and 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNdC)* for 7AI 2-(hNhC)-(dNdC),
are different, the degree of the exciton interaction should be
different. Therefore, the experimental results indicate that the
excitation is completely localized on one of the two monomer
moieties in 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNhC) (CC-H) and 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNdC)
(CC-D).

The excitation energies are different between 7AI2-(hNhC)-
(dNhC)* (E) and 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNdC)* (F), because the locally
excited monomer moiety does not contain a C-D bond in 7AI2-
(hNhC)-(dNhC)* (E), but it exists in 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNdC)* (F).
Thus, we conclude that the excitation is completely localized
in the lowest excited states of 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNhC) and 7AI2-
(hNhC)-(dNdC). Similarly, the excitation is completely localized
in 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(hNdC) (A) and 7AI2-(hNhC)-(hNdC)* (B). These
findings unambiguously indicate that the lowest excited elec-
tronic state of 7AI2 should be treated by a weak coupling case.

The exciton resonance interaction in the lowest excited
electronic state of 7AI2 had been treated by a strong coupling
case.5,23Kanamaru proposed that the lowest excited state of 7AI2

should be treated by a weak coupling case29 on the basis of
similar vibronic structures in one-photon and two-photon
absorption spectra in gas pahse.5 However, no other experi-
mental evidence has been reported. The measurement of the
electronic spectra of 7AI2 isotopomers unambiguously shows
that the lowest excited electronic state of 7AI2 can be treated
by the weak coupling case of the exciton theory. Very recently,
we observed the FE spectrum of 3-methyl-7-azaindole (3MAI)

TABLE 1: Wavenumbers of the 0-0 Transitions and the
Isotopomers in the FE Spectruma

bands ν̃/ cm-1 isotopomerb

A 32252 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(hNdC)
B 32273 7AI2-(hNhC)-(hNdC)*
CC-H 32293 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNhC)
CC-D 32293 7AI2-(hNhC)*-(dNdC)
D 32311 [7AI2-(dNhC)-(hNdC)]*
E 32314 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNhC)*
F 32334 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNdC)*

a The 0-0 band of undeuterated 7AI2 is observed at 32251 cm-1.
b The asterisks indicate the electronically excited units in the dimer.

ΨG,Vw ) φaφbøV(Qa)øw(Qb) (1)

Ψ(,Vw ) 1

x2
[φ′aφb ( φaφ′b]ø′V(Qa)ø′w(Qb) (2)

Ψ(,Vw ) C1φ′aφbø′V(Qa)øw(Qb) ( C2φaφ′bøw(Qa)ø′V(Qb) (3)
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dimer and its isotopomers.34 The observed spectra of the
deuterated 3MAI2 dimers are very similar to those of the
deuterated 7AI2 dimers. This observation strongly suggests that
the resonance interaction in the lowest excited electronic state
of 3MAI2 belongs to a weak coupling case.

Conclusion

We have measured the UV-UV hole-burning spectra of
various 7AI2 isotopomers. In 7AI2-(hNhC)-(dNhC) and 7AI2-
(hNhC)-(dNdC), the lower vibronic bands were observed at the
same wavenumber although the higher ones at the different
wavenumbers separated by 20 cm-1. This observation is
consistently explained by taking into account the localized
excited states for the asymmetrically deuterated 7AI2 dimers.
The complete localization of the excitation in the asymmetric
7AI2 dimers indicate that the symmetric isotopomers such as
7AI2-(hNhC)-(hNhC) and 7AI2-(dNhC)-(dNhC) should be treated
by a weak coupling case of the exciton theory. Present study
indicates that the photoexcitation of the completely localized
states of deuterated dimers is possible. The investigation of the
isotope-selective and electronic-state selective ESDPT reaction
may be very useful to investigate the mechanism of the ESDPT
reaction. We will report the experimental results on the H/D
kinetic isotope effects on ESDPT in the successive paper (Part
II).
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